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The Hippocratic Oath as Literary Text: A Dialogue
Between Law and Medicine
Lisa R. Hasday, J.D.*'
I swear by Apollo Physician and Asclepius and Hygieia and Panaceia and
all the gods and goddesses, making them my witness, that I will fulfill
according to my ability and judgment this oath and this covenant:
To hold him who has taught me this art as equal to my parents and to
live my life in partnership with him, and if he is in need of money to
give him a share of mine, and to regard his offspring as equal to my
brothers in male lineage and to teach them this art-if they desire to
learn it-without fee and covenant; to give a share of precepts and oral
instruction and all the other learning to my sons and to the sons of
him who has instructed me and to pupils who have signed the
covenant and have taken an oath according to the medical law, but to
no one else.
I will apply dietetic measures for the benefit of the sick according to my
ability and judgment; I will keep them from harm and injustice.
I will neither give a deadly drug to anybody if asked for it, nor will I
make a suggestion to this effect. Similarly I will not give to a woman an
abortive remedy. In purity and holiness I will guard my life and my art.
I will not use the knife, nor even on sufferers from stone, but will
withdraw in favor of such men as are engaged in this work.
Whatever house I may visit, I will come for the benefit of the sick,
remaining free of all intentional injustice, of all mischief and in
particular sexual relations with both female and male persons, be they
free or slaves.
Whatever I may see or hear in the course of the treatment in regard to
the life of men, which on no account one must spread abroad, I will
keep to myself holding such things shameful to be spoken about.
If I fulfill this oath and do not violate it, may it be granted to me to enjoy life
and art, being honored with fame among all men for all time to come; if I
transgress it and swear falsely, may the opposite of all this be my lot.I
* Lisa R. Hasday is currently a Law Clerk to Judge Sidney R. Thomas on the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. She received her B.A. in 1998 and J.D. in 2001 from Yale
University.
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An oath represents the strongest possible commitment a speaker can
make. In linguistic parlance, an oath belongs to a specific class of
statements known as "speech acts" or "performative utterances." By their
very articulation, such statements have the power to put their contents into
effect.2 In short, "speech acts" do more than just say something; they also do
something.3 By swearing an oath, for- example, a person promises to
perform certain actions in the world. This promise is all the more powerful
if, as is usually done, the oathtaker swears upon some divine power and
utters the oath in a public setting. Perhaps the most well-known example of
an oath is the Hippocratic Oath-the famous code of medical ethics often
taken by those about to begin medical practice.
This Article examines the use of this important text in contemporary
judicial opinions. In these settings, the Oath does not promise to perform
what it says, thus losing its quality as a speech act. We hear the voice not of
the oathtaker but rather that of the court. The judicial references to the
Hippocratic Oath create a kind of "secondary" performative effect that
serves to convince the reader of the Oath's enduring legacy, even if courts
do not abide by the Oath's literal words.
The main argument of this Article is that the Hippocratic Oath exerts
a powerful influence on modem legal controversies implicating medical
ethics, leading courts to adopt an overly doctor-centered view of these
disputes. This doctor-centered view results from two distinct phenomena:
first, the history and enduring legacy of the Oath have served to dignify the
medical profession, causing courts to treat social issues as medical ones
and to displace difficult ethical choices onto doctors; and second, judicial
reasoning based on the Oath treats the patient as subordinate to the
physician, because the text of the Oath itself places a greater emphasis on
doctors than on patients.
Part I provides a brief overview of the Oath's history, which points to
the Oath's capacity to distinguish and legitimize the medical profession.
Part II examines the text of the Hippocratic Oath, analyzing the ways in
which the Oath places much more emphasis on the physician than on the
patient. Part III demonstrates how leading court opinions on abortion
regulation, medical treatment of mentally ill prisoners, physician-assisted
suicide, and physician involvement in administering the death penalty,
incorporate the Oath's emphasis on doctors over patients even as they
flout some of the Oath's specific prohibitions. It also explores how courts
have deferred to the modern medical profession's view-in effect allowing
doctors to regulate themselves on social issues where the government and
judiciary ought to have a greater role. The Conclusion argues that courts
should be less passive about adopting the doctor-centered view of medical
11:2 (2002)
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regulation embodied in the Hippocratic Oath, because reliance on the
Oath in its classic form enacts that document's devaluation of patients, and
even reliance on more modern, patient-centered versions unduly privileges
medical approaches to social issues.
I. THE ENDURING LEGACY OF THE OATH
The Hippocratic Oath has stood as a major document of medical
ethics from antiquity to the current day. Although the precise
circumstances of its origin are unclear,4 the Oath made its earliest
recorded appearance in the first century A.D.' and is generally attributed
to the Greek physician Hippocrates (c. 460-380 B.C.) 6 Hippocrates and his
followers used the Oath to distinguish the medical profession as a
discipline unique from other occupations, most notably from philosophy
7
and from sorcery.! Prior to the Hippocratic era, the doctor and the
sorcerer tended to be the same person. That person had both the power to
heal and the power to kill.9 The mid-first-century Roman physician
Scribonius Largus, the first extant ancient author to mention the Oath,
noted that Hippocratic medicine was exclusively about healing, not
harming: "Hippocrates, the founder of our profession.. .valued it highly
that whoever conducted himself according to his principle with a devoted
and consecrated heart would preserve the reputation and dignity of
medicine, for medicine is the science of healing, not of doing harm."0
About a half-century later, Soranus of Ephesus, a Methodist physician,
reported a controversy regarding the use of abortives. One party allowed
abortives, but only in cases involving medical complication. The other
party banished abortives, citing the Hippocratic Oath and noting that "it is
the specific task of medicine to guard and preserve what has been engendered by
nature."1" The distinction between doctor and seer is documented in a fifth-
century treatise attributed to Hippocrates entided On the Sacred Disease,
which "scorns the cathartic healer in the name of nature."02 The Greeks
may have been particularly interested in separating medicine from sorcery
because sorcery was a traditionally female occupation. In addition to
separating themselves from other disciplines, the Hippocratics sought to
amass a body of knowledge that was peculiar among the then-emerging
schools of medicine.
14
Since the beginning of the scientific revolution, the Oath and variants
of it have been recited at medical institutions across Europe.' 5 When
formal medical education came to the other side of the Atlantic, so did the
Hippocratic Oath. The Oath was particularly popular among American
doctors in the mid-nineteenth century.' 6 And, again, "orthodox"
practitioners demanded adherence to the Oath to mark themselves off
3
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from other healers." Still today, the Oath continues to demand that
physicians maintain ethics higher than those expected of society in
general,' and it remains a code of professional identity that marks off
"proper" medicine from various forms of alternative healing practices.' 9
Many medical schools across the country continue to administer the
Oath to their students in formal, public ceremonies. In fact, the use of the
Hippocratic Oath in medical schools has increased dramatically
throughout the course of the twentieth century.0 According to one set of
statistics, a mere twenty American medical schools administered the
Hippocratic Oath or some version of it in 1928. By 1965, the numbers had
risen to sixty-eight out of ninety-seven medical schools. The numbers have
continued to rise. In 1989, at least 119 medical schools administered an
oath, about sixty administering some version of the Hippocratic Oath.2 ' In
1993, the 135 American medical schools and twelve Canadian medical
schools responding to a survey reported that their graduates took a
professional oath, with sixty-nine schools in both countries administering
some form of the Hippocratic Oath.
Moreover, the Hippocratic Oath retains enormous symbolic resonance
for the doctors who take it, as it marks the moment when they enter a
privileged profession distinguished from the rest of society. In the words of
one nostalgic physician:
To most of us... the solemn and moving high spot of the doctor's career
was the moment when the class stood up; and with grim or beaming
faces, intoned the Oath of Hippocrates. The Oath symbolized crossing
the bridge into a kind of priesthood.... No matter if some of the wording
of the Oath seemed archaic. It had style and it told the public that, like
23the priest, we were sworn to solemn vows.
As this testimony indicates, the Oath very much evokes the larger medical
community into which the physician is about to enter, creating what
Heinrich von Staden calls a "sense of belonging to a transgenerational
professional collectivity." 4 Indeed, generations upon generations of
medical practitioners have sworn to follow the Oath's words.
II. THE PHYSICIAN'S OATH: TRIUMPH OF DOCTORS OVER PATIENTS
The word "injustice" appears twice in the Hippocratic Oath. The
oathtakers swear to "keep [the sick] from harm and injusticd' and promise
that they themselves will "remain.. .free of all intentional injustice."25 This
momentary allusion to patients' rights notwithstanding, the Hippocratic
Oath in fact expresses much greater concern about the role of the
11:2 (2002)
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physician. Indeed, it is telling that the Oath is sometimes called "The
Physician's Oath."2 6 The Oath places the physician in the foreground. The
patient recedes into the distance, the unabashed object of the physician's
artistry. In this Part, I examine the text of the Hippocratic Oath to
demonstrate its emphasis on the physician, and the larger medical
community, to the exclusion of the patient.
From beginning to end, the Oath devotes much greater attention to
the quality of the physician's relationships with his gods, his teacher, and
his students, than with his patients. The very order in which these parties
are discussed underscores an implied hierarchy that places the gods at top
and the patients at bottom. The patient, as defined in the Oath, is the
ignorant, passive bearer of sickness and disease-a mere object to be
examined and treated-rather than an autonomous, full participant in the
healing process.
The Oath begins with an invocation to "Apollo Physician and Asclepius
and Hygieia and Panaceia and all the gods and goddesses." 27 The physician
calls upon these deities to serve as witnesses to the truth of what he is about
to say. That all the divine powers are called upon is a usual feature of an
ancient oath28 and subsequent oaths throughout history, from the book of
Genesis29 to medieval canon law30 to English common law31 to the current
day. 3 However, the appeal to the heavens in the Hippocratic Oath bears
particular significance, as the Oath represents what might be considered a
deeply religious conversion: that of layperson into medical professional.
Walter Burkert has likened the practice of taking the Hippocratic Oath to
a religious initiation ceremony, such as entrance into the priesthood, in
that both involve the transmission of "sacred" information and the
exclusion of outsiders: "Holy things are shown to holy men; such things are




Next, the Oath positions the physician in relation to his teacher and
students. Here the physician becomes part of a new family, as he vows to
treat his teacher like a parent and his teacher's children like his brothers.
At the same time, the physician promises to pass down his knowledge to his
own sons, as well as to his teacher's sons and to all other "pupils who have
signed the covenant and have taken an oath according to the medical law,
but to no one else." 4
The Oath then proceeds to address the ways in which the physician
intends to comport himself both as a professional practitioner and as a
private individual. After the physician affirms that he "will apply dietetic
measures for the benefit of the sick according to [his] ability and judgment
[and] keep them from harm and injustice,"'5 the Oath lists a number of
5
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specific actions from which the physician vows to abstain. The oathtaker
promises neither to administer nor suggest the use of "a deadly drug," not
to give a woman "an abortive remedy," not to use "the knife," not to
engage in "mischief and in particular... sexual relations with both female
and male persons," and not to "spread abroad" what he observes in the
course of treatment.36 In modern parlance, these prohibitions translate
into bans on physician-assisted suicide, abortion, surgery, 7 sexual relations
between doctors and their patients, and breaches of doctor-patient
confidentiality.
Finally, the Oath concludes with a determined resolution on the part
of the physician: "If I fulfill this oath and do not violate it, may it be
granted to me to enjoy life and art, being honored with fame among all
men for all time to come; if I transgress it and swear falsely, may the
opposite of all this be my lot."38 The Oath's closing words seem to indicate
that the Hippocratic physician is more concerned about whether he will
enjoy eternal fame than whether his patients will live life to the fullest.
This conception of the physician's role is elaborated in the following
passage from Decorum, another work attributed to the Hippocratic corpus
of medical writings:
[W]atch also the faults of the patients, many of whom often lie about the
taking of things prescribed. For by not taking disagreeable drinks,
purgative or other, they sometimes die. The fact is never admitted but
the blame is thrown upon the physician.... Perform all these things
quietly, skillfully, and conceal from the patient most of what you are
doing. Give necessary orders cheerfully and with serenity, turn his
attention away from what is being done to him; sometimes you have to
reprimand him sharply and severely, and sometimes you must comfort
him with attention and solicitude.39
Here, too, the concern is for the reputation of physicians, specifically that
they not be blamed for the deaths of patients who fail to take prescribed
medications. In recognizing that "many" patients disobey their doctors'
orders, the passage acknowledges a level of patient autonomy that is
ignored in the Hippocratic Oath. Nonetheless, the Decorum passage places
its main emphasis on the physician's active role. The doctor performs,
conceals, gives orders, distracts, reprimands, and comforts. This string of
active verbs indicates that the physician we encounter in the Decorum
passage is not so different from the one we see in the Oath.40
The Hippocratic Oath is exceptional, however, in that it is the most
personal of the more than fifty extant Hippocratic works from the classical
period. Oaths naturally focus on the oathtaker; the very genre after all
11:2 (2002)
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requires a narrator speaking in the first person. Yet nowhere else within
the Hippocratic corpus does the first-person singular possessive pronoun
"I" and the possessive adjective "my" or "mine" appear as often as in the
Oath.4' This personalization of the Oath seems to be a way of emphasizing
the oathtaker's significant individual investment in his vows. While the
commitments expressed in the Oath largely concern professional conduct,
the extensive use of the first-person singular form indicates that the
oathtaker is committed to apply the Oath's precepts to every aspect of his
or her life, both professional and personal.2
III. THE OATH IN THE LAW: TRIUMPH OF MEDICINE OVER COURTS
Numerous citations to the Hippocratic Oath in contemporary judicial
opinions indicate that it remains an extraordinarily important definition of
medical practice. References to the Oath arise in a wide range of cases,
including those that involve employment, 3 physicians' disciplinary
proceedings, 44 the First Amendment, 45 and the disposition of frozen
embryos.46 This Article focuses on only those U.S. cases whose opinions
have devoted more than passing references to the Hippocratic Oath.47
Of course, in the context of these opinions, the Oath does not promise
to perform what it says, thus losing its "performative" quality as a speech
act. As the linguist J.L. Austin has explained in his "doctrine of the
Infelicities,"4 the persons and circumstances must be "appropriate" for an
utterance to be performative. 49 Thus, for example, the words "I do"
perform the act of (Christian) marriage only when the speaker is not
already married, and the words "I give it to you" perform the act of gift-
giving only if the speaker hands over a gift.50 Within the context of judicial
case law, the Oath is not performative in the sense that it does not commit
the speaker (that is, the court) to any particular conduct. Whereas a
medical student's promise to follow the Oath's tenets performs an action
in the world, a citation to the Oath in a written judicial opinion strips the
Oath of its linguistic performativity-the promise that the oathtaker will
conduct himself according to the Oath's text. Indeed, in the realm of the
judicial opinion, the voice of the oathtaker is silenced. Now the voice is an
institutional one, that of the court.
The. very fact that judicial opinions refer to the Oath so extensively
indicates its status as a symbolic marker imbued with profound social
meaning derived from generations upon generations of medical students
swearing to follow its words. A kind of "secondary" performative effect of
the Hippocratic Oath thus emerges beyond the linguistic performativity it
may possess in certain circumstances. This additional character that the
Oath assumes is, in Austin's nomenclature, "perlocutionary."51
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Perlocutionary acts are those that "we bring about or achieve by saying
something,"52 such as convincing, persuading, deterring, surprising, and
misleading.53 The courts' references to the Hippocratic Oath subtly
convince the reader that the Oath remains a persuasive statement that
continues to unite the medical profession. Interestingly, even while citing
the Hippocratic Oath, courts have rejected some of the Oath's most
important prohibitions-most notably those barring doctors from
providing "an abortive remedy" or administering "a deadly drug. ',
This Part examines judicial opinions that allow doctors to perform
abortions for women (Roe v. Wade55), to administer anti-psychotic drugs to
mentally ill prisoners (Washington v. Harper5 ), to assist patients in
committing suicide (Compassion in Dying v. State of Washington17), and to
participate in the executions of prisoners sentenced to death (Thorburn v.
Department of Corrections" ). These opinions directly contradict specific
portions of the Hippocratic Oath. But as this Part demonstrates, the
respect these opinions accord doctors and medical science reveals that
they remain faithful to the Oath's overriding desire to establish the
preeminence of the medical profession. Washington v. Harper, Compassion in
Dying v. State of Washington, and Thorburn v. Department of Corrections indicate
the enormous trust the judiciary places in doctors and signals the
judiciary's trust in the medical profession to regulate itself. Roe v. Wade,
discussed first, not only reflects the Supreme Court's willingness to defer to
the medical profession, but also adopts the Oath's implicit emphasis on
doctors at the expense of patients.
A. Abortion: Roe v. Wade
Tucked away in the landmark abortion rights case, Roe v. Wade (1973),
in which the U.S. Supreme Court recognized that a woman's right to
privacy limits the legislature's ability to proscribe or regulate abortion, are
four paragraphs devoted to the Hippocratic Oath." Justice Blackmun, the
author of the majority opinion, had "pondered the relevance of the
Hippocratic Oath" during the summer of 1972, when he immersed himself
in research on abortion at the Mayo Clinic medical library in Minnesota. 6°
Blackmun explained the scope of his research as follows:
I traced down, as I hoped to be able to do, the attitudes toward abortion
of the American Medical Association (it had changed over the years), of
the American Public Health Association, and of the American Bar
Association. I wished, furthermore, to study the history of our state
abortion statutes, and I wished to ascertain the origin and extent of
acceptance of the Hippocratic Oath. That research, personally and very
61privately performed, was, I believe, rewarding.
11:2 (2002)
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The enduring quality of the Oath was not lost on the Justice. In his
opinion, he acclaimed the Oath as "the ethical guide of the medical
profession""2 and "the apex of the development of strict ethical concepts in
medicine., 63 Blackmun noted that the Oath became particularly "popular"
at the end of antiquity. With the rise of Christianity in that period,
resistance against abortion and against suicide became common. In turn,
the Oath "became the nucleus of all medical ethics" and "was applauded as
the embodiment of truth."6"
Although the Oath may have had its fair share of adherents at certain
moments in history, Blackmun was not convinced that the Oath had found
universal acceptance across time and place. Instead, Blackmun heartily
endorsed a theory promulgated in 1943 by Ludwig Edelstein, a classicist
and well-known historian of Graeco-Roman medicine, " in his short
monograph entitled The Hippocratic Oath: Text, Translation and
Interpretation.66 In that work, Edelstein argued that the Hippocratic Oath
had not really been authored by the great physician Hippocrates, but that
the ideas expressed in the Hippocratic Oath-specifically the prohibitions
on administering abortive remedies or poison-reflected the opinions of a
"small and isolated" group of philosophers in ancient Greece named the
Pythagoreans. According to Edelstein, the Pythagoreans stood alone
among all Greek thinkers in outlawing abortion and suicide under all
67circumstances. Society at large, Edelstein argued, was accepting of
abortion and of suicide, both of which were freely practiced with the
68approval of many ancient physicians.
Blackmun used Edelstein's theory to dismiss the Hippocratic Oath's
prohibition on abortion.69 The relevant section reads as follows:
Why did not the authority of Hippocrates dissuade abortion practice in
his time and that of Rome? The late Dr. Edelstein provides us with a
theory: The Oath was not uncontested even in Hippocrates' day; only the
Pythagorean school of philosophers frowned upon the related act of
suicide. Most Greek thinkers, on the other hand, commended abortion,
at least prior to viability. See Plato, Republic, V, 461;'o Aristotle, Politics,
VII, 1335b 25.71 For the Pythagoreans, however, it was a matter of dogma.
For them the embryo was animate from the moment of conception, and
abortion meant destruction of a living being. The abortion clause of the
Oath, therefore, 'echoes Pythagorean doctrines,' and '[i]n no other
stratum of Greek opinion were such views held or proposed in the same
spirit of uncompromising austerity.'
Dr. Edelstein then concludes that the Oath originated in a group
representing only a small segment of Greek opinion and that it certainly
was not accepted by all ancient physicians.... Thus, suggests Dr.
9
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Edelstein, it is 'a Pythagorean manifesto and not the expression of an
absolute standard of medical conduct.' This, it seems to us, is a
satisfactory and acceptable explanation of the Hippocratic Oath's
apparent rigidity. It enables us to understand, in historical context, a
long-accepted and reversed statement of medical ethics.72
In retrospect, we can say that at the particular historical moment when Roe
was decided, the Hippocratic Oath must have been in a period of
"reversal," to borrow Blackmun's language. The opinion explicitly rejected
the Oath on the theory that it did not reflect most ancient physicians'
attitudes. Yet, the Roe Court paid homage to medical science even as it
departed from the Hippocratic Oath's ban on abortion.
The Roe Court seems to suggest that its rejection of the Oath is due
only to the fact that the modern medical establishment has a new standard
that the Court must take into account. The Court accepted the proposition
that the ethics of the medical profession bear heavily on the question of
the constitutionality of abortion regulation. It simply disputed the notion
that the medical profession has consistently or uniformly opposed
abortion. The Court's account of the history of the Hippocratic Oath was
certainly convenient; it allowed the Court to disclaim any conflict with the
medical profession.
To be sure, the soundness of Edelstein's theory has been a subject of
contention among' scholars. Von Staden refutes Edelstein's hypothesis by
arguing that the Oath's concluding prayer does not correspond to
Pythagorean ideals.73 John M. Dolan believes Edelstein was biased in favor
of abortion and finds his argument unconvincing.7 4 Martin Arbagi points to
the work of an Italian scholar, never cited to in any of these judicial
opinions, that he believes modifies Edelstein's theory. Enzo Nardi's work,
Procurato Aborto Nel Mondo Greco Romano (1971), is a compilation of every
extant passage from Greek and Latin writers, from earliest times through
the early Middle Ages, that has anything to do with abortion. The work
includes quotations from physicians, poets, philosophers, playwrights,
lawyers, historians, canonists, theologians, scientists, pagans, Jews, and
Christians. Nardi concluded that a broad-based opposition to abortion, not
confined to Pythagorean or Christian circles, developed from 300 B.C.
onward. In discussing Nardi's work, Arbagi acknowledges the possibility
that the book was not available in the United States or that it had not been
translated into English by 1973, when Roe was decided. 75 Arbagi also raises
the question of how Pythagoras can be said to have written the Oath when
76he apparently prohibited his disciples from taking oaths.
But regardless of whether Roe is correct about the Oath's history, the
striking fact remains that the Court felt compelled to assert that its view of
11:2 (2002)
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the constitutionality of abortion regulation accorded with the medical
profession's position on the professional ethics of performing an abortion.
One scholar has gone so far as to suggest that Roe "read [s] like a set of
hospital rules and regulations."7 7 That statement may be an exaggeration,
but the opinion is in fact organized within a framework created not by
jurists, but by medical practitioners. Doctors often divide pregnancies into
three equal stages, or trimesters, each of roughly three months. The Court
bound itself to these medical divisions by prescribing a different legal rule
for each stage of pregnancy. And throughout the opinion, the physician's
presence never fades.
The Court held that the decision to have an abortion in the first
trimester was to be left to the pregnant woman and her physician.8 Indeed,
it implied that a woman has no constitutional right to an abortion unless
she can secure her doctor's permission. 79 The Court's rationale, moreover,
for prohibiting government restrictions on abortion in the first trimester
was also medical in nature. It reasoned that the state's interest in the life of
the fetus is not implicated in the first trimester because the mortality rate
for women having abortions during this trimester is lower than the rate for
women who carry their fetuses to term.8° In arriving at this decision, the
Court understood abortion not as a question of the equal citizenship of
women, but as a question of doctors' rights to direct, even control, their
patients' treatment in the name of maternal health.
Roe's privileging of the medical profession extended into the
subsequent trimesters of pregnancy. Relying on medical evidence, the
Court found that the risk of maternal death through abortion in the
second trimester was higher than the mortality rate for women who carry
their fetuses to term."1 It was this medical statistic that established sufficient
grounds for the Court's holding that state regulations during the second
trimester, provided they are "reasonably related" to the mother's health,
are constitutional. 2 Such regulation might include, for instance, a
requirement that the operation take place in a hospital rather than a
clinic. 13 Here again, it was medical health and doctors' judgment-rather
than any conception of women's equality-that guided the Court's
decision.
This emphasis on health as the foremost consideration is all the more
apparent in the Court's discussion of the third trimester. The Court stated
that the fetus typically becomes "viable" at the beginning of this last stage
of pregnancy. 4 It is this concept of viability that supplied the Court with
the necessary "logical and biological justifications" for state regulation, or
even proscription, of abortion in the third trimester. 5 Viability, a term
borrowed from medicine, refers to the point at which a fetus is capable of
11
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living outside the womb. Roe determined that after this point the state has a
"compelling" interest in protecting the fetus, and may regulate or even
prohibit abortion, even though the fetus remains in the woman's womb.
6
However, an abortion must be permitted where it is necessary to preserve
the life or the health of the mother.7 Thus, whether the state may prohibit
a woman from having an abortion during the third trimester depends on
the outcome of a balancing test that weighs the fetus' medical health
against the mother's. In justifying the state's interest in regulating whether
a woman may have an abortion, the Court explicitly relied upon a medical
definition:
The pregnant woman cannot be isolated in her privacy. She carries an
embryo and, later, a fetus, if one accepts the medical definitions of the
developing young in the human uterus. See Dorland's Illustrated Medical
Dictionary 478479, 547 (24 'ed. 1965). ss
This account has nothing to say about a woman's right to equal citizenship,
and makes no place for such concerns.
The Roe Court's deference to doctors was far from accidental.
Blackmun, a former general counsel to the Mayo Clinic, had grown to
respect what dedicated physicians could accomplish, and felt that doctors
should not always be told how they could or could not treat their patients.
While he recognized that states should have the right to enforce their
legislative will, the Justice apparently sympathized with the doctor whose
medical practice was interrupted by state restrictions. s9 Blackmun's
sympathy for the plight of the individual doctor is also manifest in Doe v.
Bolton,90 which the Court decided on the same day as Roe. In this
companion case, also written by Blackmun, the Court held
unconstitutional a Georgia law that required a hospital committee and two
physicians to approve a physician's decision to perform an abortion. The
opinion's reasoning points to Blackmun's concern for the autonomy of the
individual doctor: The committee requirement is deemed "unduly
restrictive of the patient's rights and needs that, at this point, have already
been medically delineated and substantiated by her personal physician,"9' and the
required confirmation by two other physicians "has no rational connection
with a patient's needs and unduly fringes on the physician's right to practice."92
While the Justice did not ignore the patient's right to be free from these
procedural requirements, he also demonstrated great concern for how the
requirements infringe upon a doctor's "best clinical judgment.
''
3
Blackmun's decisions were thus, according to one journalistic account, less
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Beyond Justice Blackmun's personal respect for doctors, larger societal
campaigns were also crucial in influencing the Court's decision to rely on
medical science. Beginning in the early decades of the nineteenth century,
the medical profession waged a deliberate, and quite successful, campaign
to place the abortion issue on the national agenda. 95 The profession
attempted to assert control over the issue by defending the claim that life
begins at conception and highlighting the medical risks of abortion as
reasons for prohibiting the practice. 96 Doctors voiced strong moral
objections to an activity they considered an "unwarranted destruction of
human life," whether performed early or late in a woman's pregnancy.97
Allegiance to the words of the Hippocratic Oath may have moved some
nineteenth-century doctors to oppose abortion, 98 but the campaign was
also part of an effort by newly minted male gynecologists to take control
over women's medical care from female midwives and distinguish
themselves as a profession from "the irregular practitioner and the back-
street abortionist.'" 99 New laws criminalizing abortion, with "therapeutic
exceptions" allowing doctors to determine when an abortion was necessary
to save a woman's life, gave these fledgling doctors the ignition they
needed to consolidate control over the provision of medical care, and
specifically women's reproductive health care. °° This nineteenth-century
campaign to criminalize abortion assuredly did not emphasize-in fact,
completely ignored-any concern for women's equality.
The nineteenth-century focus on women as bodies rather than women
as individuals--that is, the use of "medical analysis" rather than "social
analysis""-made its way into the twentieth century. Even today, it is not
unknown for doctors to objectify their female patients. For example, in the
modern context of in vitro fertilization, doctors have referred to women's
bodies as "maternal environments" into which "harvested" eggs are
"implanted" so as to "achieve" pregnancies that will result in "state-of-the-
art" babies.10 2 In addition, standard obstetrical textbooks that are still in use
consider the woman to be no more important than the fetus she bears.
One asserts that "[h]appily, we live and work in an era in which the fetus is
established as our second patient with many rights and privileges
comparable to those previously achieved only after birth.'0 3 Similarly, the
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists promulgated a
statement that characterizes the relationship between a woman and a fetus
as unique because it involves "two patients with access to one through the
other."
0 4
Justice Blackmun's opinion in Roe seems to be the triumph of this view:
Like the medical opponents of abortion in the nineteenth century, Roe
framed reproduction as primarily physiological-neglecting the important
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social work of reproduction that women perform. Horatio Storer and
Franklin Fiske Heard, leaders of the nineteenth-century criminalization
campaign, were amazingly prescient when they wrote that "medical men
are the physical guardians of women and their offspring; from their
position and peculiar knowledge necessitated in all obstetric matters to
regulate public sentiment, and to govern the tribunals of justice."05 On the
abortion issue, the tribunals do seem to be governed by "medical men."
B. Medical Treatment of Mentally Ill Prisoners: Washington v. Harper
In Washington v. Harper (1990), the U.S. Supreme Court was called
upon to decide whether a state prison policy authorizing the treatment of a
mentally ill inmate with anti-psychotic drugs violated the inmate's civil
rights, when the treatment was administered against the inmate's will and
without ajudicial hearing. The Washington Supreme Court had found that
the policy violated the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
of the U.S. Constitution,"°6 and the State appealed. In the majority opinion,
Justice Kennedy held that the treatment of a prisoner against his will did
not violate substantive due process where the prisoner was found to be
dangerous to himself or to others 7 and where the treatment was in the
prisoner's medical interest. 108 The Justice was confident that "the ethics of
the medical profession," including those inscribed in the Hippocratic
Oath, would ensure that physicians would administer anti-psychotic
medications only in those cases in which it is appropriate by medical
standards.' °9 Significantly, Justice Kennedy listed the Hippocratic Oath first
among his list of enduring sources of medical ethics, which also includes
the American Psychiatric Association's "Principles of Medical Ethics With
Annotations Especially Applicable to Psychiatry.""0 Kennedy's decision, like
the Roe decision, demonstrates how the Oath has caused the judiciary to
have enormous trust in doctors.
C. Physician-Assisted Suicide: Compassion in Dying v. State of Washington
Washington State enacted a law in 1994 criminalizing physician-
assisted suicide."' In Compassion in Dying v. State of Washington (1996), the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit struck down the law as a
violation of due process."' On the surface, it might seem that the court
accorded no weight to the Hippocratic Oath. The opinion flatly rejected
one of the Oath's central doctrines-that which prohibits a doctor from
administering "a deadly drug."" 3 Indeed, the opinion clearly stated that
"the Hippocratic Oath can have no greater import in deciding the
constitutionality of physician-assisted suicide than it did in determining
1I:2 (2002)
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whether women had a constitutional right to have an abortion., 114 Here the
court borrowed Roe's analysis of the Hippocratic Oath to dismiss the Oath's
implicit prohibition on physician-assisted suicide."5
But although the Compassion in Dying court did not adhere to what it
considered the "rigid language" of the Hippocratic Oath, 116 it tacitly
acknowledged the contribution that the Oath has made to establishing the
privileged position of the medical profession in society. The court granted
doctors the right to assist terminally ill patients in committing suicide on
the ground that "doctors would engage in the permitted practice when
appropriate, and that the integrity of the medical profession would survive
without blemish." "7 The opinion offered no specific factual evidence,
however, to support this claim. It made only the generalized assertions that
"sufficient safeguards can and will be developed by the state and medical
profession...to ensure that the possibility of error will ordinarily be
remote"118 and that "the ethical integrity of the medical profession
remained undiminished" in the wake of Roe.119 The court took it to be
essentially a matter of common sense to suppose that it could rely on the
general reputation of the medical profession for veracity, honor, and
integrity-a reputation that the Hippocratic Oath, of course, powerfully
helped establish.2
D. Physicians and the Death Penalty: Thorburn v. Department of Corrections
A recent California Court of Appeals case involving the death penalty,
Thorburn v. Department of Corrections (1998), also displayed enormous
respect for the medical profession, even as it explicitly rejected the
plaintiffs-physicians' reliance on the Hippocratic Oath. The court held that
the participation of physicians in the lethal injection of prisoners
sentenced to death is not unlawful.' 2 ' The doctors who filed the lawsuit had
alleged that the participation of doctors in executions of prisoners
constituted unprofessional conduct. They cited the Hippocratic Oath,
among other rules and ethical codes of the medical profession, for the
general principle that doctors ought "do no harm."12  While the court
acknowledged that "[t]he Hippocratic Oath reaches back over 2000 years
and represents a fundamental principle for the medical profession, '' 2 it
maintained that physician involvement in executions is unlikely "to erode
trust between individual physicians and patients who have not been
sentenced to death for a capital crime, or undermine public confidence in
physicians or the medical profession as a whole.' 24 This dicta again signals
the judiciary's trust in the medical profession to regulate itself rather than
be subject to rigorous legal control.
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CONCLUSION
The cases discussed in this Article could easily have left out any
mention of the Hippocratic Oath. It is not obvious why something
composed several millennia ago, aimed at doctors, has any bearing on the
resolution of contemporary legal questions pertaining to medical issues.
That these judicial opinions discuss the Hippocratic Oath attests to the
Oath's continuing significance. It is precisely because the Oath remains so
powerful that courts found it necessary to address it and deny its lasting
import. The very references to the Oath, no matter courts' treatment of its
literal content, may in themselves be said to constitute a "secondary"
performative effect that underscores the Hippocratic Oath's enduring
legacy in our society today.
Given the Oath's resolute emphasis on the doctor and its concomitant
deemphasis on the rights of patients, courts would do well to be less
complacent about allowing the medical profession to regulate itself
according to the strictures of the Hippocratic Oath. To be sure, the
judiciary should carefully consider the viewpoints of those in the medical
profession. However, in assessing those viewpoints, judges must recognize
that the attitudes of medical professionals are as much shaped by political
motivations as are those of other parties. The temptation of the legal
system to displace difficult ethical choices onto doctors is understandable.
But as long as the Hippocratic Oath continues to overlook the patient, this
type of legal self-regulation will not necessarily guarantee the most just
results.
Today, nearly all medical schools where students swear to uphold the
Hippocratic Oath administer a modified version that more closely accounts
for contemporary values. 125 Students at Yale Medical School, for instance,
take an oath that includes the words "gender" and "sexual orientation" in
the oath's statement of non-discrimination. 126 Rather than weakening the
strength of the Hippocratic Oath, these alternative oaths actually help
augment its power. By incorporating modern values into the Hippocratic
Oath, the alternative oaths help ensure that those who swear to them will
abide by the oaths' words. These alternative oaths are beginning to place
more emphasis on the patient. 127 Finally, most modern incarnations of the
Oath are more sensitive to the nuances of complex ethical issues in that
they do not prohibit practices such as abortion and euthanasia. Of the 135
medical schools responding to a 1993 survey, only 8% administered oaths
prohibiting abortion and only 14% administered oaths prohibiting
euthanasia. 128
Yet modem courts continue to accord significant weight to the
11:2 (2002)
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Hippocratic Oath in its classic form. As the more modern, patient-centered
oaths gain more acceptance within the medical profession, courts ought to
pay heed. That said, even if courts were to take account of the modern
oaths, the judiciary ought nonetheless focus more on making decisions
that do not overly privilege the views of the medical profession. A more
independent perspective would ultimately better serve the best interests of
the patient.
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